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from the editor’s desk
Chris Hatton

As we strive to minimise the harmful impacts that our
burgeoning numbers inflict on the environment, an
increasing reliance on renewable energy is generally
regarded as a good thing. The Darling wind farm seems
to be the beginning of a swarm of propellers that will
be spreading over the country in the next few years.
A feature of many recent housing developments is the
solar powered geyser on each new house. They might
not be pretty, but, so the argument goes, the sustainable
energy that they tap outweighs the aesthetic aspects.  
Renewable energy was a significant part of energy
supply in traditional African society. Although firewood
is now a minor component of the energy spectrum in
South Africa, a recent trip to Ethiopia afforded me a
glimpse of the significance of firewood in this wellorganised, industrious society. Indigenous trees once
supplied the energy requirements for a relatively small
population, but as the population increased, demand
exceeded supply, pushing that society to a crisis. The

degrading topsoil. In first world societies firewood is

saviour emerged in the form of eucalyptus, Bahr Zaf,

an insignificant energy source. In these societies coal

the radpidly growing tree from across the sea. Each

is quite likely to be the worst possible fuel. In Africa,

little plot in the fertile highlands of Ethiopia now has

where the choice is between burning firewood and

its well-manicured stand of eucalypt to supply both

burning coal, burning coal may be the lesser of two

firewood and building material for wattle and daub

lesser evils.

huts. But as South Africans are well aware, eucalpyt is
a prodigious consumer of water and is not particularly

In his letter Piet le Roux advocates the unrestrained

accommodating of other vegetation under its canopy.

exploitation of this natural resource. If the climate is

Together with the elevated landscape and the

indeed changing, burning coal is not going to have a

abundant rainfall, the reliance on eucalypt is leading

significant effect anyway. Piet maintains that he is part

to an increase in the rate of erosion. Compounding this

of the silent majority of the GSSA which is in favour of

problem is the widespread use of cow dung as fuel,

burning coal, and considers that increasing the carbon

rather than fertiliser. The end result is that the use of

dioxide content of the atmosphere is an unknown or

renewable resources, firewood and dung, for fuel is

irrelevant side-effect. Are we ready to vote on this

leading to progressive degradation of topsoil. In effect

issue?

topsoil is being mined for fuel. When society strives
to seek a balance between the costs and benefits of

In his letter Juergen Reinhardt appreciates the attention

a particular energy source, firewood turns out to have

given to our geoheritage as so magnificently exposed

very high long term costs.

at Vredefort, but laments the scientific inaccuracy of

The long term evils of burning coal are widely debated.

the extinction of the dinosaurs! Chris Lee announces

the Sawubona article, where Vredefort is credited with
There is some agreement that it would be prudent to

a geoheritage meeting in Oudtshoorn, where it is to

limit carbon dioxide emissions by storing the gas in

be hoped that the general public will become better

appropriate reservoirs. Whether South Africa has

acquainted with the geological wonders of South Africa

such reservoirs remains to be seen. When seeking

in particular and the world in general. The geotraveller,

to minimise long term damage, the environmental

Roger Scoon takes us to a pillar of African geoheritage,

impacts of burning coal are probably less than

the Oldupai gorge. In preserving geoheritage Sue
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Smith illustrates the valiant efforts of some Cape Town

proceedings of the Igneous and Metamorphic Studies

scientists to maintain an excellent outcrop whose clear

Group who gathered in Bloemfontein in January. In the

visibility unfortunately attracts the unwanted attention

obituaries Jan Kramers highlights the great scientific

of graffiti vandals. Those exquisite mineral specimens

contribution of the late Manfred Schidlowski who first

whose beauty means that they must be brought indoors

described the long terms changes in the carbon isotope

to be preserved are discussed in two articles on

record.  Peter Walker, Andre Louw and Heinz Fraenkel

geological museums. Bruce Cairncross gives an update

pay tribute to the career of Peter Danchin, including a

on the Johannesburg Geological Museum and Ellen de

cautionary tale for wine aficionados.
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Kock describes some of the hidden treasures of the
Geological Museum in Pretoria.

In the Media Monitor Antony Cowey graphically
illustrates the strong recovery in exploration spend after

On the scientific front Judith Kinnaird reports on

the depths of the great recession in 2008-2009. The

the Platreef workshop held in November. Freddie

South African share of this spend does not seems to

Roelofse and Steve Prevec describe the informal and

be proportionate to our geological endowment, but the

informal scientific aspects of the increasingly important

President’s column suggests this may be changing.

executive managers
International perceptions of the economic, regulatory
and academic ‘landscape’ in South Africa affect all
of our members, irrespective of whether perceptions
actually reflect reality. This was demonstrated at the
Mining Indaba in early February in Cape Town, which
was attended by some 7,500 delegates from all over
the world. The GSSA management agreed that I should
attend this year’s event specifically to represent our
organization and to see what the resource industry
‘vibe’ is in 2013. Given the number of people and

Craig Smith

organizations present at the meeting, resulting in a
three days of frenetic networking , I propose to rename
the event “Speed Dating in Cape Town” – because
the networking process probably closely resembles
speed dating. I say ‘probably’ because having never
participated in a speed dating event, I can only make
an educated guess as to how that works. (Speed dating
– ‘Can you cook?’, ‘Are you rich?’, ‘Do you drink?’,
‘Will you cook for my children by my fourth wife?’,  
etc. Indaba – ‘Do you have the technical skills to do
the work?’, ‘ Do you have any money to develop the
project, much less pay the staff?’, ‘Is your company

the next year or so. First and foremost, the exploration

socially responsible?’, and ‘Will you support GSSA

and mining business is in a complete state of change – in

meetings programs..?’)  More than any other meeting

part because of the labour problems and cost pressures

possibly excepting PDAC in Toronto, a delegate pays

in South Africa and elsewhere, governments wanting

a steep entrance price to participate in the networking.  

more control and more benefit from natural resources,

It was good fun.

and the need for industry to not only pay lip service to

There seems to be some interesting trends developing for

lead the process. For our members, career paths are

the upliftment of stakeholder communities but to actively
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no longer about doing your technical job better than
everyone else. You also have to be willing and able to
liaise with local communities and government; you now
have to have social and ambassadorial talent as well
as technical skills and the ability to drink beer. More
and more, professional scientists are being measured
against ethics and social responsibility as well as their
technical expertise. It can be complicated!
A couple of other trends were apparent at the meeting.  
The world economy is expected to continue on a slow but
steady recovery path, and stock markets in developing
countries in particular have been performing well.  
But there is caution from investors, nevertheless. The
juniors are finding it very difficult to generate funding,
particularly for projects in countries considered to be
politically risky. Any regulatory regime that has inefficient
administrative systems, uncertain taxation policy, or
an odour of patronage-based permitting processes is
suffering in this climate. Unfortunately, the majority of
investors seem to think that South Africa remains in
the risky category, whether perceived or real. There
are exceptions to this viewpoint.  Ivanplats has made
a major discovery in the Bushveld – which required
nearly two decades of research and exploration – and
is very upbeat about the future of the resource sector
and regulatory climate in South Africa. Take note of the
time, money, talent and level of commitment required
to successfully explore.

new and uncertain world.
Moving on from Indaba, an issue of key importance
arose in late 2012.   On December 27, 2012 the
Department of Mineral Resources gazetted proposed
amendments to the Minerals and Petroleum Resource
Development Act. Comment on the proposed
amendments was requested by February 8, and the
senior management team of the GSSA have submitted
comment.  In short, we have some concerns about the
effects of the proposed amendments on our profession
as a whole, and have noted such. As of the time of
writing, comment from other organizations has not
been made publicly available, and the GSSA will not
release its submission until such time as appropriate.
Progress has been rapid in the planning of several
upcoming meetings, and we would like the membership
to take notice of these.   We will stage GeoForum in
Turbine Hall in Newtown, Johannesburg, in early July.  
The theme is Mineralization and Geosciences in Africa,
and we want to highlight the geology behind what is
happening on the continent; this will be a geology
meeting and not a deal-makers ‘speed dating’ event!  
The program will be finalized over the next few weeks
and there is still time to submit a title if you wish to
present a talk or a poster. Any contribution dealing with
research advances or project geology in exploration
and mining will be welcome.

Another strong trend is that ‘resource nationalization’
remains on the table, even though the threat of
nationalization without compensation seems to be
effectively dead. But governments all over the world
are demanding more from their resources, and this
translates to miners expanding benefits of mining to
more and more stakeholder groups. In a few years’
time, the world’s major resource companies might not be
known as mining companies, but rather as sustainable
development enterprises – with exploration and mining
being one of only a number of core competencies.

At year end, under the leadership of Chris Lee
(2010 Draper Memorial Medal   winner!), planning
commenced for a September Geoheritage meeting in
Oudtshoorn, Western Cape. The venue is fantastic, the
Karoo flowers will be out, and there are a couple of
great field trips. If you are interested in Geoheritage
(and you don’t need to be a geologist!) this is a mustdo event. I mention the Karoo flowers, because from
personal experience the number of brownie points
collectable from bringing your spouse along when the
flowers are out is almost unlimited.  

In a keynote presentation, David Humphries presented
an interesting slide concerning stakeholder returns in the
last seven years from the global mining industry worldwide, based on a Deutsche Bank study. Governments
and senior managements have seen returns of nearly
400 per cent. Employees and shareholder returns are
languishing down around the 100 to 120 per cent
mark. We are seeing the discontent in labour. Are we
about to see a shareholder revolt as well? Humphries
suggested this trend reflects the development of new
relationships between producing and consuming
countries, and growing demands from the producing
countries to better leverage their resources for their
benefit. Our young geologists are indeed entering a

Planning is moving into high gear for two upcoming
events, the International Mineralogical Association
(IMA) meeting in Johannesburg in September, 2014
and the International Geological Congress in Cape
Town in 2016. The call for session proposals for IMA
will close shortly (nearly 40 accepted so far), and the
call for abstracts will be made in the next few months.
And of course, the GSSA continues to stage the events
of the Directorate of Professional Programs (DPP).    
Sponsorship and marketing opportunities are available
for all of these events and meetings, and some of them
will give you global as well as local exposure.
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Craig Smith

president’s column
Amidst a background of multinational mining giants
announcing decreases in operating profit in the region
of 40% compared to 2011, rising mining inflation
and increased stakeholder expectations, we saw the
announcement of a R20 Billion investment in RSA by De
Beers in the Venetia Mine underground project and R2
Billion by BHP Billiton for offshore geophysical surveys
of hydrocarbons and commissioning a manganese
furnace.  It’s encouraging to note that mining companies
see the benefits still to be gained from the South African
resources sector outweighing some of the real and
perceived disadvantages.
In January, Science and Technology Minister Derek
Hanekom also acknowledged the need to improve
innovation and increase investment in research and
development (R&D) for South Africa to realise the full
potential of its range of minerals and mineral wealth. To
this end South Africa’s government had introduced an
amended tax incentive, from October 2012, to expand
the scope for investments under the new regime. This is
great news for a Society that is committed to supporting
scientific publication and debate.
The importance of the areas of focus for the Society
to its members was underlined in the results of the
Transformation Survey conducted by the GSSA in
December.  The results of these are published in greater
detail in an article by our President Elect in this edition
of Geobulletin.   Continuing professional development
and recognition of Professional status were the top two
highest ranking issues of importance for members who
responded to the December survey, closely followed by
Scientific publications.
VP Professional Affairs Ed Swindell   has previously
indicated that other professional societies have a type of
“entrance exam“ where members have to demonstrate
knowledge of the Code of Ethics, Constitution, legal
operating environment etc.  Perhaps this is something
the GSSA needs to contemplate for the future as part
of the professional development of our members and to
align with international associations.  
There was much to be learned from the survey results
in terms of the cross section of membership that
participated and the suggestions offered.   I would
like to take the opportunity to thank all members who
participated and encourage everyone else to  respond
to  the next one that we do.  In light of what I would
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like to achieve for the Society during my presidential
year, one point in particular from the survey responses
stands out for me:
There seems to be a need
for wider communication
to members, indicated by
the number of respondents
for “don’t know” in answer
to some of the questions
posed.   Or else some of
our members are simply
not taking the time to
understand our processes
that are documented on
the website in terms of
the Constitution, election
process and minutes of Council meetings.  Do we need
to find alternative means of disseminating information
such as monthly Society news updates online or via
email, or is it a case of information overload?  I would
value further inputs from Members as to what and how
frequently they would like to receive communications
from the Society.
I believe that to have a dynamic, growing and relevant
Society, is important for Members to be able to interact
on a more regular basis when it comes to the issues
that affect us as a profession.   I encourage members
to become more involved, not just in person during
our meetings, workshops and conferences, but also
in participating in discussions on our Linked –in and
Twitter sites, as well as within the various portfolio
committees within the GSSA Council, who are busy
with a limited number of projects but could achieve so
much more with additional help by yourselves.  
Finally in my comment for this issue, the management
team and Council of the GSSA would like to extend
congratulations and best wishes to Dr. Mxolisi Kota on
his appointment as CEO of the Council for Geoscience
from 1 December 2012. Dr. Kota moved to the CGS
from a senior management post in Anglo American,
and will no doubt make a hugely positive contribution
to the CGS.  We are also very proud to have him as
member of the GSSA Council, and we expect that close
co-operation with the CGS will continue.  Dr. Kota is
an excellent role model for our young geologists out
there who like to make a significant contribution to our
profession and our country.

Pamela
Naidoo
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letters
Jumbled Geoheritage message

Anthropogenic(-morphic?) Global Warming

Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,

For something to amuse the geological community (or

I have been following the debate regarding the case for/

perhaps make some of us gasp in desperation), I have

against the anthropogenic cause for global warming in

sent you an extract from the November 2012 issue of

the recent issues of the Geobulletin with some interest.

Sawubona, the SAA in-flight magazine. The text pretty

Unfortunately I have only now had the time to read the

much speaks for itself. I marked the part of the article

September issue of Geobulletin and prepare a personal

that refers to geological features in the Free State. While

position statement. It should be apparent that we do

we would normally be happy to see geology feature

not have consensus amongst geologists regarding the

prominently in such a magazine which is distributed to

causes of global warming and it would therefore be

the general public (or at least the flying part), I guess

premature and maybe even unwise, to propose an

we rather cringe at the thought of a large number of

official GSSA standpoint in this regard. I believe we

unsuspecting people digesting this jumbled up story.

should encourage continuing debate in this matter
before formulating such a standpoint.
Chris, I do not agree with your insinuations that the
geological community in South Africa is even remotely
in

agreement

that

the

“circumstantial

evidence

supporting anthropogenic global warming (AGW) is
now so overwhelming”; or that “all agree that the root
cause of the energy problem is overpopulation”; and
(definitely not) that “Our destruction of the environment
is resulting in a change in the climate which may be
irreversible.” I believe that, as a geologist, you would
have done better to remain with your “viewpoint that
you had to have an overinflated sense of the importance
of the human race to believe that humans could induce
climate change.”
No, as is the case with (I believe) a significant number
of “silent” geologists, I’d rather agree with Deon le Roux
and John Truswell. I also consider it completely out of
order that somebody like John Geissman should be so
audacious as to call on the South African geological
fraternity to adopt the same stance as the GSA. This
attitude reminds me of exactly the e-mail debacle,
which John Truswell has reported on rather thoroughly.
It’s very easy for Prof. Geissman to talk (if you listen to
his wonderfully romantic home story). Isn’t it amazing
that, in spite of all the scientific input emanating from
Regards,

these immensely competent, home-grown American

Juergen Reinhardt

scientists, they have not been able to convince any US

School of Agricultural, Earth & Environmental Sciences,

administration (Republican or Democrat) since 1997

University of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban

to ratify the Kyoto Protocol? Maybe they aren’t as
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undivided as he would wish to believe.

Ballantyne, et al: “In fact, the Earth continues to lend us

Let me be frank: The US and Europe have built their

as 50 years ago.” (http://www.globalcarbonproject.

And I suppose it’s their right – after all, they invented
the industrial revolution (and other revolutions),
didn’t they? Now that it’s the turn of the developing
countries to develop, the disciples of the AGW-faith
are shouting for the reduction of “greenhouse” gases.
When confronted with any opposition, the AGWdisciples revert to age-old tactics of name-calling
(“denialists”), propagandist rhetoric (such as quoting
Carl Sagan and the Dalai Lama), guilt- (you don’t
care about the environment) and scare-mongering
(the now-disappeared, inverted hockey stick graphic)
typical of the cold-war era. Let’s face it: We (the
developing countries) simply cannot afford the high
cost of renewable (“clean”) energy and the inevitable
consequential job losses. Yes, I agree we should act
responsibly by not messing up the local environment
and I am sure that Eskom and other end-users of
the coal we produce can find a way to reduce their
emissions. What else are we going to do with this
wonderful resource? Just leave it be?
Do I, as a geologist (two years older than Prof Geissen),
believe in “global warming” as a natural process?
YES, I certainly do! Is it really happening right now?
Well, I’m not so sure. Yes, if you consider the period
since the “Little Ice Age” (1550 – 1850 C.E.), it seems
to be the case but, judging by the trend over the past
3000 years, it does seem as if we are heading for
cooler times. I don’t think we have sufficent reliable
data to prove anything as yet. And I suppose, as it
goes with matters of predicting the future, the question
is really whether we will ever have enough reliable
data to prove anything. However, if the question is
whether I believe that humans can influence climate
on a global scale, then the answer is an emphatic
NO! This planet is a mighty machine! You just need
to fly across the ITCZ, dodging massive thunderheads
rising to 60,000 feet, to realise this. Some scientists
like James Lovelock (http://www.ecolo.org/lovelock/
what_is_Gaia.html) even call Earth an organism. It
took approximately 4.5 billion years (including an
undatable interval of approximately 1Ga) to establish
and stabilise all the natural processes and cycles that
can dispose of, fixate, recycle, rework or otherwise
safeguard the Earth’s ability to sustain human life
against anything that it’s present occupants (including
those same humans) can throw at it. To quote
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org/news/CarbonSinkIncreases.html).
Fellow Humans, please take note: we live in a closed
system. The gases we put (back) into the atmosphere,
like CO2 or CH2, has not originated from anywhere
else. Where did all the hydrocarbons come from,
which resulted in the massive agglomeration of those
“dirty” fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas) that we are now
so “indiscriminately” belching into the atmosphere?
From Mars? It also surprises me that very little mention is
made of the greatest greenhouse gas of them all - H2O!
And what about the influence of natural heat sources/
sinks like solar radiation and ocean temperature on
global warming?
If scientific observations are correct and global
warming is not just a passing fad but is actually
happening, then there is absolutely nothing we can do
to influence it. And if we can’t beat it, we better join
it: We need shift our resources to develop ways and
means to adapt to this impending doom, rather than
trying to convince normal people and governments
that it is in our best interests to stop burning fossil
fuels and drilling for gas in the Karroo. Geologists
can contribute by unravelling the past, from which
we may learn important lessons of adaptation. We
are not contributing to the much needed increase in
the standard of living by trying to convince people
that cheap, efficient energy should be replaced with
fancy, high-tech, so-called “renewable” energy.  Yes,
this energy may be renewable, but the machines that
need to be built to capture it are pretty expensive. We
are in danger of walking into the age-old trap of not
seeing the forest because we are being mesmerised
by a single tree! Let the developed countries of the
Northern Hemisphere stop importing our coal and
force them to build their fancy machines and expensive
nuclear plants. Allow us to develop our economies by
generating cheap energy from the massive deposits of
fossil fuels that we have been endowed with.
With kind regards,
Pieter
J. Pieter van Wyk
alluvial@icon.co.za
(Letter shortened, Ed.)
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wealth on (amongst others) “cheap”, “dirty” energy.

a hand by taking up twice as much atmospheric CO2
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all the news fit to print
UNIVERSITY OF JOHANNESBURG

o Prof Jan Kramers (Ar39/Ar40 and U/Pb
geochronology).

UJ Geology got off to a quick start in 2013 with
the Honours class commencing lectures on the 14th
January. Staff and students continue with research
activities as detailed below.

o Dr G. Belynanin (Ar39/Ar40 and U/Pb
geochronology, microprobe and XRF analyses).
• B. Northwest University (Potchefstroom Campus):
o Prof Jan Martin Huizenga (fluid inclusion   
studies).

Professor Dirk van Reenen’s research in the

• C. Institute of Experimental Mineralogy, Russian    

Limpopo region continues unabated with

Academy of Science, Chernokalovka, Moscow

the NRF-funded research project “Fluid

District, Russia:

compositions and fluid-rock interaction focused along

o Prof Oleg Safonov (experimental crustal

deep-crustal shear zones in the Limpopo Complex”.

anatexis and modeling high-temperature

The collaborative project is based at UJ and in 2012

metasomatic phenomena).

has been greatly expanded to include the much more

o Dr Dimtry Varlamov (Microprobe analyses).

complex issue of pervasive fluid flow and fluid-rock

• D. Institute of the Geology of Ore Deposits, Russian

interaction during high-grade metamorphism. This

Academy of Science, Moscow, Russia:

expanded project is the focus of an interdisciplinary

o Prof L.A. Aranovich (co-convener. Experimental

and collaborative NRF-funded research project

crustal anatexis and modeling high temperature

convened by Dirk van Reenen, Andre Smit, and
Leonid Aranovich with the aim to provide insight into
the role of high-temperature overpressured CO2-rich
and brine fluids that infiltrated the hot hanging wall
of the Southern Marginal Zone during the thrustcontrolled evolution of the Limpopo Complex. A field

metasomatic phenomena).
o Dr Elena Dubinina (oxygen isotope fractionation
studies).  
• E. Department of Petrology, Moscow State
University, Russia:
o Prof. Oleg Safonov (see above).

workshop will be convened in June 2013 in the SMZ

• F. Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands:

to allow collaborators to study the field data. The

o Emeritus Prof Jacques Touret (fluid inclusion

main aims of this research are to publish:
(i) A thematic set of papers as a special issue of an

studies).
• G. University of California at Los Angeles:

international journal in 2014 with the provisional

o Prof R.C. Newton (experimental crustal anatexis

title “Fluids and Fluid Flow in the Deep Crust:

and role of immiscible CO2-rich and brine fluids

Experimental Constraints and Case Studies from the
Limpopo Complex, southern Africa”
(editors: Dirk van Reenen, Leonid Aranovich, Dan
Harlov), and  
(ii) A session at IMA 2014 with the title “Geologic
Fluids in the Crust and upper Mantle” (conveners:
Dirk van Reenen, Leonid Aranovich, Daniel Harlov).

during high-grade metamorphism).
• H. University of Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan
o Prof T Tsunogae (modeling high-grade
metamorphic and metasomatic processes).
• Potsdam University, Germany:
o Prof Daniel Harlov (behaviour of accessory
minerals during high-temperature metasomatic
processes).

The following collaborators are directly involved with
the expanded Limpopo fluid project:

In November 2012, Professor Fanus Viljoen, Derek

• Department of Geology, University of Johannesburg:

Rose and Bertus Smith attended the FEI Mineral

o Prof Dirk D. van Reenen (Overall Convener).

Liberation Analyser users group meeting at the Protea

o Prof C.A. Smit (co-convener. field and structural
geology),
o Prof Chris Roering (structural geology and rock
mechanics)
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Hotel in Stellenbosch 5-6 November. Late in the same
month, Fanus, Bertus, Derek and Tomas Dzvinamurungu
attended the Process Mineralogy 2012 conference in
Cape Town at the Vineyard Hotel. At this meeting, post-

graduate students Derek and Thomas and staff member

Hassina Mouri attended the 1st executive committee

Bertus presented results from their current theses. PhD

meeting of the IUGS in Paris recently. Hassina is

student Gargi Mishra attended the Nickel Processing

an elected Councilor, and she is the first academic

2012 conference from 14-15 November at the

from a South African institute to hold this position.

Vineyard Hotel in Cape Town where she too presented

During the latter part of 2012 Hassina established

the results of her thesis. Bertus will be attending the

a medical geology Division in SA approved by the

Goldschmidt 2013 meeting in Florence Italy mid-year

International Medical Geology Association.  Activities

where he is chairing a session ‘Life in Ferruginous

in this discipline are promising with three postgraduate

Settings: Building the Bridge between Sedimentology

students already registered. She is also involved in

and Geomicrobiology’.

the organization of the next conference on Medical
Geology to be held in USA during August 2013 and

Bruce Cairncross and Nic Beukes completed their new

attended recently the International Conference of the

book on the Kalahari Manganese Field and this will

Academy of Pathology in Cape Town. Hassina does

become available during May this year. They have been

however stay active in her main area of expertise

working on the project for the past several years and

namely metamorphic petrology.

the book is a completely revised and updated version
of their earlier publication (co-authored then with Jens

Compiled from various staff members contributions.

Gutzmer) ‘The Manganese Adventure’ that came out

Bruce Cairncross February 2013.

in 1997. As with the first book, this latest publication
is wholly sponsored by ASSORE. Bruce has two other
books coming out during 2013. One is a small field

UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA

guide that was commissioned by Struik Random House
on the rocks and minerals of southern Africa. Unlike

2012 was largely generous

his previous books, this one is a pocket-size A6 book

to our Department and the

aimed primarily at school children. Then Bruce has also

comprehensive report in the

completed a handbook for the COALTECH Research

June 2012 Issue 55/2 of

Association. This is a guide to borehole core in the

Geobulletin bore witness to the new teaching and

Karoo basin coalfields. The handbook was sponsored

scientific activities and changes at UP. There is however,

by COALTECH and is a pictorial guide to most the

more news to report from Tukkies Geology.

rock types coal geologists encounter when drilling in
the Permian coalfields. This is currently in design and

The Student Geological Society of UP (founded in

production stage and will appear later this year.

1936!) and the newly formed Postgraduate Student
Society at UP are both very active and especially the

Clarisa Vorster is completing her PhD thesis on zircon

latter wants to enhance collaboration with other South

populations in the Cape and Karoo Supergroups.

African Geology departments in future. Those interested

Clarisa is one of UJ’s ‘Next Generation Scholars’. She

in this should contact Marnus Ferreira

was identified because of her excellent academic track-

(Ferreira.marnus@gmail.com).

record and was therefore awarded a special bursary
by UJ to undertake her PhD studies in the Department of

We have fortified our international collaboration,

Geology at UJ. After graduating later this year, she will

building on the fertile cooperation between our

join the Department as Lecturer. The PPM group had

Department and the Department of Geology, University

another very successful annual research colloquium

of Western Ontario, London, Canada, which benefits

late in 2012. Herve Wabo is submitting his PhD, while

equally students and lecturers of both universities. Prof.

Michiel has been working with a student from UCT on

Patricia Corcoran (UWO) and Prof Adam Bumby (UP)

Karoo stratigraphy and paleomagnetism. Several new

are studying the Waterberg Group outcrops in Limpopo

MSc students have registered in the department during

Province in a joint project. In July, Adam Bumby

2013 and are working on diverse topics such as the

traveled to Northern Ontario with Patricia and her

Kalahari manganese field mineralogy, cave deposits

students, to examine the sedimentation and deformation

and the Pongola Supergroup iron formation. The

in the Huronian Supergroup. In October, Patricia

detrital zircon dating facility is working very well with

Corcoran, Prof. Gerhard Pratt, the HoD of the Geology

several projects running concurrently.

Department at UWO and fourteen of their students
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visited South Africa on a mine tour, co-organized by

was generously donated by the organizers and lectures

Profs Bumby and Altermann. More than forty Honours

to our Department.

UNIVERSITY NEWS

class geology students of UP were also involved and
had an opportunity to visit South African mines and

A Kumba-Exxaro invited lecturer, Dr. Michaela Frei

field outcrops at Barberton, Sudwala, Johannesburg,

from Germany, gave a two-day course in Geological

Vredefort, Sheba Gold Mine, Kumba’s Thabazimbi

Remote Sensing to our Honours students in October.

Iron Mine, Exxaro’s Inyanda Coal Mine, together with

This course has become an annual tradition at UP and

the Canadians . It was a rare but intensive opportunity

will also be opened to industry delegates in 2013,

to interact, exchange ideas, knowledge, cultural

being extended to 4 days and focusing on using

heritage and share new experiences. South African

Remote Sensing in prospecting for mineral deposits

students took their Canadian friends on a tour around

(more information obtainable from Wlady Altermann).

the UP Campus and the nightlife of Hatfield Square

Another and highly valued annual tradition at UP-

from which the following morning’s mine visit, suffered

Geology is the week-long course on Mineral Reporting,

a bit. In future, we hope to create an opportunity to

led by Andy Clay and his team from Venmyn, again

send a few UP students to Canada and to continue this

offered to industry delegates and attended for free by

fruitful cooperation. For the time being, Prof. Corcoran

our Honours students.

has agreed to act as co-supervisor of MSc theses at UP
and to return to SA as soon as possible.
On the national scale, we are reinforcing inter-university
connections and cooperation. We are working with the
Stellenbosch University, in particular with its Central
Analytical Facility and Prof. Dirk Frei, in order to make
progress in dating and geochemistry of various rock
formations of regional significance. Wlady has also
been taking students to different events at UJ and WITs,
and is also utilizing UJ’s very good analytical facilities
with the friendly support of Prof. Axel Hofmann, Dr.
Barbara Cavalazzi and Dr. Michel de Kock, who also
gave us a very interesting seminar on Vaalbara,at
UP. In exchange, Wlady gave a Geotalk at WITs, on

PhD Student Olutola O Jolayemi and MSc Student Samson
M Masango, recipients of fellowships sponsored by the British
Geological Survey and by the CAG 24 committee, to attend the
Colloquium of African Geology, in 2013, in Addis Ababa.

carbon capture and storage (CCS) possibilities using
the BIC tailings and a similar talk to the Southern Africa

Two of our graduate students, Olutola Jolayemi

Association for the Advancement of Science (S2A3).

(PhD) and Samson Masango (MSc), were awarded

Our CCS working group encompasses cooperation with

fellowships, sponsored by the British Geological

Dr. Liesel van der Merwe, Department of Chemistry at

Survey and by the conference committee, to attend the

UP and Dr. Frederic Doucet of the CGS and a number

Colloquium of African Geology (CAG 24), in 2013,

of students at Honours to PhD level. In 2012, the

in Addis Ababa. Furthermore, Vusani Mathada, the

MSc thesis of TK Mlambo and 3 Honours projects (K.

Curator of the L.C. de Villiers Geological Museum

Rapholo, S. Mohamed and Z. Nkosi) were completed

took advantage of a fellowship from the South African

under joint supervision of Liesel, Frederic and Wlady.

National Committee for the International Union of

An excellent, 4-days, intensive short course, including

Geological Sciences (SANCIUGS) to attend the

a Cullinan underground and surface mine visit, was

34th International Geological Congress in Brisbane,

organized and led at UP, in October, by our honorary

Australia. Together with her MSc supervisor Wlady, she

Professors Mike de Wit and John Bristow, on kimberlites,

joined the field excursion to Pilbara and later visited the

diamonds and the diamond industry. Many illustrious

laboratory of Dr. D.R. Nelson, University of Western

names in the diamond business were involved and gave

Sydney, and Prof. Martin van Kranendonk, University

lectures to delegates from industry and to our Honours

of New South Wales. After the IGC 34, Wlady went

students. More information on this now-annual course

to the University of California, Los Angeles to work at

for 2013, is obtainable from Prof. Mike de Wit. The

the Center for the Studies of the Origin of Life with Bill

course was a great success and the income therefrom

Schopf, on samples collected in Australia.
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Our lecturer in Engineering- and Hydrogeology, Matthys

Monyayi recently joined us to take over the thin section

Dippenaar has received the UP Vice Chancellor’s PhD

facility, and in early 2013, Roger Dixon from the SAPS

study award in 2013, providing replacement funding

Forensic Science Laboratory will take over the EMP.

for his undergraduate teaching so he can complete

Also in the Stoneman analytical facility, a second X-ray

his thesis in that year. Adam Bumby, our structural

diffractometer was commissioned to accommodate the

geologist, was promoted to Associate Professor and

needs of the university and industry for texture analysis,

received a C3 rating from the NRF. Last but not least,

residual stress analysis as well as high-temperature

our HoD, Pat Eriksson, won the prestigious 2012 TWAS

XRD analysis. The measurement of large numbers of

Prize in Earth Sciences, awarded to individual scientists

samples for routine XRD analysis is now possible. We

working and living in developing countries. The prize

are also applying for a new XRF instrument and our

will be awarded in Buenos Aires, in 2013.

annual acquisition of several new petrographic student
microscopes has improved our teaching facilities

During 2012, we tragically lost Marco Claassen,

considerably.

who managed our thin section laboratory, and later
in the year, Peter Gräser, our EMP scientist. Solani

Marco Claasen who managed our thin section laboratory and Peter
Gräser who was our EMP scientist, passed away in 2012.
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Wlady Altermann

Our generous hosts Juan Kemp, General Manager Cullinan (2nd
on the right, in the 4th row), diamond course participants from the
industry and UP Honours students at Cullinan.
South African and Canadian students and professors and Kumba
personnel in the Kumba Iron Ore mine at Thabazimbi.
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WITS UNIVERSITY
Welcome to the Wits Geosciences Information Bulletin
February 11, 2013
The purpose of this information bulletin is to keep
the broader geosciences community informed about
exciting new developments at Wits. This email will be
sent out no more than 1X per month and will provide
links to the website and newsletters where more in
depth information may be found.
WELCOME!
Join us in welcoming four new academic staff
members!
Prof. Rais Latypov, recently from Finland, is a specialist
in platinum and layered intrusions.
http://www.wits.ac.za/academic/science/
geosciences/staff/18987/latypov.html
Dr. Nico de Koker, joins us after postdocs in Germany
and Japan, and specializes in high pressure mineral
physics and the use of mathematical and numerical
modeling in the geosciences.  
http://www.wits.ac.za/academic/science/
geosciences/staff/18963/dekoker.html
Dr. Katie Smart, recently from Münster, Germany,
is a specialist in diamond genesis and kimberlite
petrology.  
http://www.wits.ac.za/academic/science/
geosciences/staff/19011/smart.html
Dr. Jonah Choiniere, Jonah Choiniere has joined the
BPI as a Senior Researcher studying the early evolution
of dinosaurs and other archosaurs in the Stormberg
group.
http://www.wits.ac.za/academic/science/
geosciences/staff/19013/choiniere.html
Retirements (sort of)
We are excited to retain our retiring staff members!
http://www.wits.ac.za/academic/science/
geosciences/staff/6474/emeritus_professors.html
Prof. Spike McCarthy will be continuing in the
department as emeritus professor continuing his
research in environmental issues.
Prof. Guy Charlesworth will be continuing as the project
manager of the joint Wits/RTZ Damara Belt Project.
Prof. Allan Wilson will continue as caretaker/manager
of the EarthLab geochemical facility until a suitable
replacement can be found.
FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
We have recently designed and built an extensive
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new rock cutting and sample preparation facitilty.  This
facility is managed by Mr. Caiphas Majola, senior
technician and will be available for commercial use.  
Caiphas.majola@wits.ac.za
http://www.wits.ac.za/academic/science/
geosciences/6398/facilities.html
The Palaeosciences Centre at Wits opened a microfocus
CT facility in 2012. It permits the non-destructive
investigation of small objects (i.e., micron scale) and
visualization of internal structures. Applications for
using the facility can be found on its website:  
www.wits.ac.za/microCT
At the end of last year Geosciences and Archaeology
acquired a hand held portable XRF to measure rock
compositions in the field.  Jaqui Areias of the Earth Lab
is the manager. jaqui.areias@wits.ac.za
SHORT COURSE
The School of Geosciences at the University of the
Witwatersrand will be presenting an exciting new
20 week course on basic geology. This is a great
opportunity to find out more about how the Earth
works. There is an economic focus to the course
making it suitable for anyone involved in the minerals
industry who would like to learn something about the
terminology used. However it is suitable for all interested
beginners. The course is presented by a range of
well-qualified staff with many years of experience.
During the course there will be hands-on practical
work on mineral and rock identification together
with a look at some geological maps. A certificate of
participation will be given at the end of the course.
No examination is involved, only a self-evaluation
practical test in the last week. A minimum number of 15
participants is required to make the course viable. A
maximum of 40 participants can be accommodated so
register early to avoid disappointment. Download the
application form. http://www.wits.ac.za/files/2ugr0_
098291001360574617.docx
Course cost: R4000       Retired participants: R3000
Couple: R7500
http://www.wits.ac.za/academic/science/
geosciences/18951/short_courses.html
CONGRATULATIONS
Trishya Owen-Smith won the best speaker award at
annual Igneous and Metamorphic Studies Group held
in Bloemfontein in January 21-23, 2013
http://www.wits.ac.za/academic/science/
geosciences/17129/news.html
Please send queries, corrections and information to:  
susan.webb@wits.ac.za

RHODES UNIVERSITY

days at Wits in the mid-2000s, now with the Romanian
Geological Survey) is also spending about three months
here continuing his work with Prof. Yao on PGE-CuNi sulphide mineralisation in layered intrusions. The
Exploration Geology course has, to date

The Exploration M.Sc.
course in 2013; featuring Dr
Branko Corner (2nd from
left in front row), Prof. Yong
Yao (front & centre) and Dr
Beth Kahle (3rd from right
in front row), and friends,
plus 23 students from around
Africa and North America.

2013 has so far been kind to Rhodes Geology. We
have just under 190 first year students experiencing
Earth Science, and robust senior undergraduate and
postgraduate numbers. The Exploration M.Sc. course
continues to thrive with record class sizes and a busy
programme for 2013 again under Prof. Yong Yao.
We are anticipating the imminent arrival of our newest
academic staff member, Dr Péter Horváth, completing
our staff complement following the retirement of Prof.
Goonie Marsh after nearly 40 years of service (38
by my count); possibly the third longest staff tenure in
department history after Profs. Mountain (43 years)
and Eales (39 years). This effectively completes the
“transformation” of our department, which now
includes, in terms of PhD-bearing academic or research
staff; 2 Germans, 1 Canadian, 1 Chinese, 1 Greek, 1
Romanian, and 1 Hungarian (and 0 South Africans).
Rhodes Geology is also flush with international visitors
in 2013, where we are currently hosting Prof. Robert
Gastaldo, who joins us with his wife courtesy of a
Fullbright Award from the U.S.A., where he normally
spends his time at Colby College, Maine. Prof.
Gastaldo will be continuing with his research on the
Karoo P-T boundary sequence in collaboration with Dr
Rose Prevec (Albany Museum, and Rhodes Geology
Associate) and other South African and international
collaborators. Prof. Gastaldo has already been
involved in teaching at Honours level as well, and will
spend nearly seven months at Rhodes before returning
home. Dr Marian Munteanu (familiar to some from his
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this
year,
featured
(in our “Exploration
Techniques” modules)
Dr Branko Corner (Namibia) and Dr Beth Kahle
(courtesy of Remote Exploration Services / Mineral
Services), Mr Dale Verran (also RES), and Dr Michaela
Frei (Munich), in addition to locally-based expertise (Dr
Steffen Büttner). In April, Dr Bertrand Moine and Dr
Jean-Yves Cottin (Univ. Jean Monnet-St Etienne, France)
will be coming for a month to pursue ongoing research
collaborations with Dr Gabi Costin. Lastly, we are
anticipating a return visit from Dr Conrad Labandeira
of the Smithsonian Museum (Washington D.C., U.S.A.)
later this semester, to carry on his work (with Dr Rose
Prevec) on insect damage to Permian and Triassic
flora.
In addition to the ongoing Exploration M.Sc. modular
courses which will again be advertised through the
GSSA, we will also be hosting the second edition of
Prof. Annette Götz’ Shell Lecture Series Workshops on
Basin Analysis and Seismic Interpretation, to be held in
June and this year featuring Prof. Götz and Dr Manuel
Poupon. In addition, in May we will be hosting our
first annual week-long workshop on Electron Probe
Microanalytical Methods, run by Dr Gabi Costin and
free from registration charges to Eastern Cape users (if
you act now, there is still time to relocate to an Eastern
Cape university before the course, and save yourself
the fee), and reasonably priced to all others (part of the
conditions of NRF funding of the JEOL probe). Detailed
announcements of all of these events will follow through
the usual channels.
Compiled by Steve Prevec
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geoheritage 2013
GEOLOCICAL SOCIETY OF SOUTH AFRICA
GEOHERITAGE 2013 CONFERENCE: 8TH – 12TH September 2013
PRELIMINARY INFORMATION
GENERAL
The conference will be in the Klein Karoo town of Oudtshoorn, Western Province, South Africa.  The town is known
for ostriches and ostrich products, as well as for the famous Cango Caves, and is within the UNESCO Gouritz Cluster
Biosphere Reserve, www.gouritz.com. The surrounding spectacular mountain scenery, deeply incised rivers, the
mountain passes, and the dramatic colour palette of the wild flowers in September, together with the many game
farms and wildlife reserves make this a prime tourist and heritage destination.  Visit www.oudsthoorn.com for a
comprehensive listing of activities.  September is Heritage month in South Africa.
PROGRAMME AND THEMES
Contributions can be on any aspect of Geoheritage, Geoconservation and Geotourism regardless of country.  Of
particular interest is Geoeducation in relation to heritage and conservation.  The establishment and management of
regionally and locally important geological/geomorphological sites (RIGS, or Geodiversity sites), and of Geoparks,
are important topics. Case studies on these topics are very welcome. There will be an exhibition of landscape art
and contributions on the role of landscape art in geological conservation and heritage are also sought. Field trips
will examine rock art sites.
ABSTRACTS AND PRESENTATIONS
Oral presentations must not exceed 15 minutes; there will be 5 minutes for change of speaker and short discussion,
a total of 20 minutes per presentation.  Invited keynote speakers have 30 minutes.
Abstracts should be no more than 1000 words, excluding the title and author names and up to five references.
Prepare the abstract in a word processing software such as MS Word.  Do not use presentation software such as
Power Point for abstracts. English is the language of the conference; there will be no translation.  Abstracts will
be accepted for oral presentation and for posters. Poster sessions are a critical part of the conference. The largest
size for a poster is A0, portrait format. Posters will be on display for one day during the conference, the day being
based on the topic of the poster consistent with the thematic sessions.  Instructions for abstract preparation and
submission will be posted on the conference web site.
A special publication by Geological Society of South Africa is planned.
  
FIELD TRIPS, POST CONFERENCE
A.  Geology of the Cango Caves, Swartberg Pass, Prince Albert fossil collection, picnic lunch, Meiringspoort.
B.  Landscape in the Kammanasie river valley, river capture, African landsurface and duricrusts, erosion caves       
     and rock art, lunch at Uniondale, red Cretaceous conglomerates (Enon formation).
Field excursions are subject to a minimum of 10 delegates.  The excursions are operated by a registered tour operator with qualified guides. Booking details will be posted on the web site.
REGISTRATION, ACCOMMODATION, FEES AND IMPORTANT DATES
Information about registration, accommodation, fees, important dates, and the full programme will be posted soon
on the Geoheritage2013 conference web site during February 2013. An email notice will advise of this.
cal@global.co.za   info@marketing-4u.co.za  info@gssa.org.co.za
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graffiti busters
GRAFFITI BUSTERS AT WORK IN TABLE
MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK
A group of SANParks Honorary Rangers from the
Table Mountain region, led by HR Adir Deokaran,
cleaned up graffiti along Tafelberg Road just below
Table Mountain, one of the Seven Natural Wonders
of the world.
Using an eco-friendly paint remover from Plascon, the
Honorary Rangers clean graffiti off the natural rocks,
stone bridges and walls which have been vandalised.
This arouses great interest and support from cyclists
and hikers who see the Honorary Rangers at work.
The message is getting out there – vandals write it,
SANParks Honorary Rangers will remove it.
Contact Adir Deokaran on adeokaran@gmail.com
if you have graffiti alert in Table Mountain National
Park.
Sue Smith
Photographs by Sue Smith

During: L to R: Adir Deokaran, Annemarie Smith, Colin
Attwell, Ruedi Siegenthaler, George Smith
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After: L to R: Colin Attwell, George Smith, Adir Deokaran,
Ruedi Siegenthaler
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geological museum
THE JOHANNESBURG GEOLOGICAL MUSEUM
Bruce Cairncross

Johannesburg

(Chairman: Geological Museum Association)

A general view of the
interior of the Museum
Africa complex with
the entrance to the
Geological Museum on
the ground floor, right
of the elevator. Bruce
Cairncross photograph,
April 2012.

This article appeared under the same title in the 2012

storage for the six years until March 2000.

September – October edition of ‘Rocks & Minerals’,
reprinted here by permission of Taylor & Francis
(http://www.tandfonline.com)

In April 2010, a completely revamped Geological
Museum was opened to the public for the first time. Like
many earth science museums, the emphasis is now on

The Johannesburg Geological Museum houses one

education, particularly as Museum Africa’s visitor profile

of the largest geological collections in South Africa

comprises over 60% school children. For this reason,

and dates back to 1895 only nine years after gold

the antique display cases are no longer used, although

was discovered on the Witwatersrand in 1886. The

the bulk of the collection that is not on public display

collection is an amalgamation of two original collections,

is still kept in these cases and can be viewed via prior

those of the Witwatersrand Chamber of Mines and the

arrangement. Today, the displays contain information

Geological Society of South Africa. After its founding,

on the origin of the universe and planet Earth, sections

the collection has also grown via private and corporate

on igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks,

donations and purchasing of specimens.

and economic geology section and a treasure room
where some of the most aesthetic and rare specimens

The Geology Museum has resided in different parts

are on display. Throughout the exhibit, the emphasis

of Johannesburg during its 112-year history and is

is on southern Africa’s rich geological heritage and

currently housed in the Museum Africa complex in

amazing mineral wealth. The Treasure Room contains

Bree Street in downtown Johannesburg. For half of

exactly that, some of the mineral treasures dating back

its history, from 1935 until 1995, the collection was

to the early 1900s. These include an excellent suite of

on public display in the Johannesburg public library

Tsumeb minerals, especially historic specimens dating

in specially commissioned wooden teak display cases.

back to before World War II. The reader is referred

Since 1995, it has been at Museum Africa although in

to the article by Cairncross (2001) in R&M vol. 76,
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120-127 for details on the collections and some of the

loaning specimens and coordinating special exhibits.

interesting specimens that can be seen.

In addition, the Geological Museum Association is a
and assist in promoting and preserving the collection.

Geology Curator, Katherine James, who oversees the

The museum is open from Tuesday to Sunday from

collection, the day-to-day visitors and also assists with

09h00 – 17h00. Entrance is currently free of charge.

One of the many
educational exhibits.
Bruce Cairncross
photograph,
April, 2012.

Part of the paleontology exhibit. In the foreground is a bronze
sculpture by famed South African artist Anton von Wouw. It depicts
Dr Robert Broom, Scottish doctor and Professor of Zoology and
Geology at Victoria College in Stellenbosch from 1903 to 1910. He
is seen hold the skull of “Mrs Ples”, Plesianthropus Transvaalensis.
Broom was one of the most eminent paleoanthropologists in South
Africa. Bruce Cairncross photograph, April 2012.

An outstanding ludlockite specimen with associated yellowgreen rhombohedral zinc-rich siderite, on germanite ore. This
specimen was acquired in 1969, six years before ludlockite was
described as a new species. The entry in the museum’s acquisition
register states that the specimen was purchased as cuprite:
variety chalcotrichite! Tsumeb mine, Namibia. Specimen No.
1969/455. Bruce Cairncross photograph.

< An exceptional specimen of enargite. The bladed crystals are
sharp and well defined, 10.8 cm. Tsumeb mine, Namibia, Specimen
No. GM 1972-151. Bruce Cairncross photograph.
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A view of part of
the ‘Treasure Room’
where world-class
mineral specimens
are displayed.
Bruce Cairncross
photograph.
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volunteer group of individuals who support the curator
The collection is fortunate to have a dedicated
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geoscience museum
Pretoria

of the Council for Geoscience, Pretoria, South Africa.
Ellen de Kock
Scientific Officer Collections, Council for Geoscience
Private Bag X 112, Pretoria, 0001, South Africa.
edekock@geoscience.org.za

The entrance to the Ditsong National Museum
of Natural History in
downtown Pretoria,
where the Geoscience
Museum is housed on
the first floor. Ellen de
Kock photograph.

This article appeared under the same title in the 2012

in industry and everyday use. Dedicated displays and

September – October edition of ‘Rocks & Minerals’,

temporary exhibits are highlights of the museum. These

reprinted here by permission of Taylor & Francis

include a special display of Tsumeb minerals. A large

(http://www.tandfonline.com)
The Geoscience Museum of the Council for Geoscience

A general view of the
systematic mineral
display, with highlights
from around the
world. Ellen de Kock
photograph.

(formerly the Geological Survey of South Africa) has
a longstanding history and the earliest specimen in
the collection dates back to well over one hundred
years ago. The museum holds the national collection
of minerals, gemstones, rocks and meteorites with over
9 000 specimen on display. Additionally, the Council
for Geoscience has a large fossil collection with a focus
on Paleozoic and Mesozoic reptilian and mammal-like
reptilian Karoo specimens.
gemstone display, showing magnificent rough and
Housed on the first floor of Ditsong National Museum

faceted specimens was revamped in 2011. Another

of Natural History in Pretoria, the display halls start

section is dedicated to the Okiep copper mining district

with an introduction to planetary sciences and a

in the Northern Cape Province of South Africa and

comprehensive meteorite display. This flows into a

the collection of Professor Tom Clifford who worked

modern systematic mineral display, which presents

for many years in the region. Recently introduced is a

specimens from around the world. The museum also

bimonthly (rotating) small temporary exhibition of select

offers general geological information and a separate hall

mineral specimens from private collectors in South

is dedicated to economic minerals and their application

Africa and themed exhibitions providing exposure
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for the Council for Geoscience specimens that are in
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storage and not regularly seen by the public.
The collection of the Geoscience Museum has now
reached almost 30 000 specimens. Specimen entries
are recorded on a card catalogue system as well as in
an electronic database. Entries comprise mainly mineral
specimens, but also rocks, gemstones and meteorites.
Specimen photographs are currently being added to

A matrix specimen of Mexican fire opal on rhyolite, Queretaro,
Mexico, 11 cm. Geoscience Museum specimen no. MGS 29141.

the database, and will be made available to the public

Anke Raath photograph.

in future. Researchers frequently use the collection for
photographing specimens, for scientific comparison or
small-scale analytical sampling.
The Geoscience Museum offers educational facilities
and information to scholars, tourists and members of
the public, as well as scientific research assistance.
Currently, the staff comprises a curator, a scientific officer
and an administrator. The museum can be contacted
via the webpage of the Council for Geoscience
(www.geoscience.org.za) or telephonically
(+27 (0) 12 322 7122).

Calcite and stilbite on orthoclase matrix with minor chalcopyrite,
Jan Coetzee mine, Okiep copper district, Northern Cape Province,
South Africa, 12.4 cm. Geoscience Museum specimen No. 170. Bruce
Cairncross photograph.

Pyrite on calcite partially coated by acicular quartz and epidote,
Jan Coetzee mine, Okiep copper district, Northern Cape Province,
South Africa, 4.5 cm. Geoscience Museum specimen no. 147. Bruce
Cairncross photograph.

A fine cluster of pink cobalt-smithsonite on weathered dolomite
from the Tsumeb mine, Namibia. The largest crystal is 1 cm. This
specimen was acquired from the collection of the famous mineral
dealer Luis Leite. Geoscience Museum specimen no. MGS 16995:
Anke Raath photograph.

Jeremejevite crystals on feldspar matrix; the largest crystal is
3.7 cm. The specimen was collected in 1973 at Mile 72 north of
Swakopmund, Namibia, and is one of the finest jeremejevite matrix
specimens known, 6.9 cm. Specimen MGS 17695.
Bruce Cairncross photograph.
>
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platreef workshop

Participants in the
Platreef Workshop

PLATREEF WORKSHOP

Jones and the on-site team led by Thys Botha. Back at
the Park Hotel with lunch sponsored by Mike McWha of

The 5th Platreef Workshop, held at Mokopane from

Amis, the afternoon session of seven talks was followed

9-11 November and organised by Judith Kinnaird,

by drinks, sponsored by Ivanplats, and a spit braai

attracted

international

sponsored by Mike Jones of PTM. This proved a perfect

participants from Finland, Japan, Russia, Canada and

evening with a winning performance by the Spingboks

the UK. The workshop began on Friday afternoon with

to enjoy over great food and a few beers.

90

geologists,

including

a site visit to the Platreef Resources project, facilitated
by David Broughton, Danie Grobler and team, where

Sunday morning saw a large group on a site visit to

visitors had the exciting opportunity of viewing the

Bushveld Minerals core yard, facilitated by Morris and

‘Flatreef’ and other recent discoveries on high-grade

Richard Viljoen and team to examine magnetitites of

zones of mineralisation. Four talks on Friday evening

the Upper Zone. A convoy of white vehicles then set out

were followed by drinks sponsored by CCIC and

to view the actual potential mine site and the one small

dinner sponsored by Anglo Platinum. Saturday morning

outcrop of magnetite in the field. Back at base, the

offered a choice between site visits to Anglo Platinum

afternoon session comprised three talks before tea, the

operations, led by Trust Muzondo and his team, or a

final exchange of contact details amongst participants

visit to the Waterberg Project to view cores through the

and then we were homeward bound.

Upper and Main Zone lithologies with the mineralised
T- and F-zone reefs. This visit was facilitated by Mike

Judith Kinnaird

Left on site of the magnetitite project, right examining rocks at the Anglo Platinum operations
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ISMG 2013 -

the conveners’ perspective

IMSG2013
participants.

The 5th (we stand corrected) Igneous and Metamorphic
Studies Group Meeting was held in Bloemfontein over
the period 21 to 23 January 2013 and was attended
by 60 participants from seven geology departments
in the country. Delegates were welcomed to the
University of the Free State on Sunday, 20 January,
when a meet-and-greet was held in front of the
university’s Centenary Complex, assisted by meat on
the fire and some beverages as lubrication. (We wish
to apologise to the delegates from UCT who arrived
late after a long drive and could not be offered a beer
to quench their thirsts due to the excessive thirst of the

Trisha Owen-Smith being congratulated by John Clemens during
the conference dinner.

other participants). A total of 53 abstracts highlighting
excellent research results and covering a staggeringly
wide range of topics were submitted and presented on
the Monday and Tuesday. The available budget also
allowed for a conference dinner that was held on the
Tuesday evening, where prizes were awarded for the
best student talks. Trishya Owen-Smith, a student of
Lew Ashwal, walked away with the first prize (a digital
camera sponsored by Olympus and a copy of Mineral
Resources of South Africa), with runner-up prizes being
awarded to Ashley Gumsley (UJ), Geoffrey Howarth
(Rhodes) and Bianca Kennedy (UFS). As is usual with
meetings of this sort, the conference dinner allowed
delegates to mix business with pleasure.
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Mixing business with pleasure. Phase relations in the granite system
scribbled onto a napkin.

A fieldtrip to Kimberley’s Big Hole and to Roberts Victor

of department, Willem van der Westhuizen. Other

Mine was held on the Wednesday under the expert

members of our department who are to be commended

guidance of Jock Robey. Participants were afforded the

for their efforts in ensuring the success of the meeting

opportunity to sample excellent specimens of mantle

are Adriaan Odendaal and Andries Felix (who helped

nodules, including harzburgites and lherzolites from

with the braai and abstracts volume, respectively),

the Big Hole and eclogites from the Roberts Victor

Rina Immelman and Petro Swart (our admin ladies),

Mine. The highlight of the fieldtrip was when Jürgen

Justine Markram (our newly appointed Junior Lecturer

Reinhardt (UKZN) discovered a sheep head sized (for

in the department) and Jarlen Beukes and Emmylou

the non Free Stater, that is something that is roughly

Kotze (MSc students who helped where they could).

as large as the cranium of a fully grown specimen of

Jock Robey is thanked for making the fieldtrip definitely

Ovis aries) kyanite eclogite, the likes of which have

worth attending and for sharing his vast knowledge on

not been encountered in nearly 15 years according

kimberlites with the delegates without expecting anything

to Jock. Unfortunately, Grant Cawthorn and two of his

in return. Olympus is also thanked for their sponsorship

students that were looking forward to expanding the

of the prize for the best student presentation. Finally,

study collection at Wits, had to cancel their attendance

we would like to thank all the participants for taking

of the fieldtrip on short notice after receiving news that

the time to come to Bloemfontein to attend the meeting

one of his students’ (Solani Mhlanga) brothers had

and for the splendid time we had. We look forward to

passed away as a result of a car accident. We wish to

meeting you next year, same time, at Rhodes.

express our condolences to Solani and his family.
Freddie Roelofse, Chris Gauert, Marian Tredoux
The event would not have been possible without the

Department of Geology, University of the Free State

generous financial support of the GSSA and our head

Jock Robey and Chris Gauert with two other guys whose backs are turned to the camera at Roberts Victor Mine, looking at something,
presumably an eclogite.
(Disclaimer: We do not consider ourselves professional photographers)
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ISMG 2013
The Fifth (there was some uncertainty) annual Igneous

in South African-based analytical facilities, including

and Metamorphic Studies Group meeting was held

microanalytical (the Rhodes EMP lab, SEM imaging

in January (21-23) 2013 at the University of the Free

from various places, and QEMscan and neutron/

State. The conference organisers, Christoph Gauert,

Xray scanning at UCT / Wits), geochronological (Jan

Freddie Roelofse and Marian Tredoux, as well as the

Kramers’ Ar-Ar facility at UJ and Dirk Frei’s LA-ICP-MS

sponsor, the GSSA, are all to be commended for their

U-Pb zircon dating lab at Stellenbosch), and   Michel

efforts and contributions. As has been the tradition at

de Kock’s palaeomag lab at UJ featuring in particular.

the IMSG meetings so far (Pretoria, Grahamstown,

There was perhaps less from UCT’s labs at this meeting

Stellenbosch, Wits and now Bloem), there were no

than has been seen at previous meetings, but it is

registration costs, and participant costs are kept to

clear nonetheless that both the stable and radiogenic

travel, room & board. The GSSA sponsorship provided

labs there continue to be busy. Radiogenic isotopic

for the hospitality at the ice-breaker and the conference

data presented largely originated from overseas labs,

dinner, as well as coffee breaks, and the student prizes,

particularly the U.S.A. and Germany. The expertise

plus useful registration packs (an upgrade on offerings

and equipment to complement and build on this

from previous meetings).

ongoing work exists in South Africa, and I was very

This IMSG featured about 50 contributing participants,

Janney, unfettered from the radioisotope lab at UCT to

and the broadest spectrum of universities to date in this

share their research.

gratified by the presence of Petrus Le Roux and Phil

meeting series. For the first time, we had talks from UP,
Wits, UJ, UKZN, Rhodes, Stellenbosch, UFS and UCT,

The conference participants socialised well, both at the

a very encouraging cross section of the geosciences

“formal” conference events and during lunch breaks and

community. Topics presented included new looks at

evenings, where large groups from several universities

familiar themes, such as emplacement mechanisms,

could be found exchanging expertise on research,

parent magmas, and crystallisation mechanics in the

teaching, departmental operations, and planning

Bushveld Complex, the origins of Wits gold, and how

collaborations in a variety of aspects. The general

to make granites (all proving that there’s no such thing

level and tone of interaction was very constructive and

as a dead horse when it comes to geologists, no matter

affirming, in my view, which I find very encouraging  

how bad it smells...). More novel subjects  included early

given a general climate in geoscience academia (not

results from Nick Arndt’s Barberton drill core initiative,

just in South Africa but internationally) of diminishing

the Hlagothi Complex (greenstone belt?) in southern

funding and increasing student numbers and demands

KZN, reconstructing Archaean crust (“Superia”), and

on researchers. There was also a lot of harking back to

hafnium isotopic studies of crustal provenance. A

t’ olden days when we made our own thin sections, like

prominent theme in both the metamorphic and igneous

our daddy before us, and there weren’t no automated

sessions was the connection (or connexion, in JC’s

grinding and polishing machines, no, and instead of

case), or lack thereof, between experimental results,

Canada Balsam you had to make your own epoxy by

predictive modelling, and real rocks, as they impacted

rendering down wild game encountered during the field

on the origins of (S-type?) granites and layered intrusions

mapping, where there were no GPS or computers, you

alike. Our need for better understanding of the pertinent

had to use the temperature  at which water boiled and a

variables and source processes was highlighted. There

sextant, plus polar wander paths, to locate your sample

was plenty of constructive and critical feedback for the

sites, etc., etc., kids these days, this neighbourhood

speakers on both days, and probably everyone left the

were all fields, where’s my drink, etc.

meeting at least a little wiser, although I’m not sure I am
yet ready to use my new words, “tumulus” and “prill”,

Nearly half of the talks were contributed by postgraduate

in polite conversation.

students, and all of a high quality. The students, mostly
South Africans (both black and white), as well as other

This year’s talks were also distinctly strongly rooted
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African nationals, all presented well-organised, well-

prepared research talks. Prizes were awarded for the

Next year’s meeting (the Sixth IMSG, in 2014) is planned

best four student talks, as perceived by the 8 session

for a return to Rhodes University in Grahamstown, with

chairs and John Clemens (IMSG President), recognising

Pretoria as a prospect for 2015. We look forward to

the accomplishments of Trishya Owen-Smith (Wits),

renewing old friendships and forging new ones, and a

Geoff Howarth (Rhodes), Ashley Gumsley (UJ), and

productive year in the meantime.
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Bianca Kennedy (UFS), who stood out amongst a large
field of noteworthy nominees.

Steve Prevec

A one-day field excursion to the
Kimberley Mine Museum, and a
visit to the Roberts Victor dumps to
forage for xenoliths, featuring Jock
Robey, was held on Wednesday.
Unfortunately this author was unable
to attend what is typically a welcome
opportunity
and

for

rewarding

less-structured
interactions

with

colleagues, as I had to get back
early

for

student

supplementary

exams, changing the litter boxes for

Reconciling
experimental and
theoretical models at
the IMSG (illustration
found in a conference
abstract volume).

the postgrad students, etc.

the
M I N E R A L C O R P O R AT I O N
ADVISORS TO THE MINERAL BUSINESS

Geology, Mineral Resources and
Project Evaluation
Mineral Asset Valuation and
Financial Modelling
Mining, Process and
Infrastructural Engineering
Technical and Corporate Advisory
Extensive Intellectual Property
Exploration Managament
Public Reporting
Mineral Tenure

e-mail: business@mineralcorp.co.za
Telephone: +27 11 463 4867
Facsimile: +27 11 706 8616
www.mineralcorp.co.za
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obituary:
Manfred Schidlowski
The isotopic history of life on Earth: Manfred Schidlowski,
1933-2012.
Professor Manfred Oskar Gerhard Schidlowski, a

the Earth’s atmosphere and life sprang naturally from

pioneer in biogeochemical research and in his own

this early work, in which he was immediately highly

words, an isotopic Earth historian, passed away on

productive, with 28 publications between 1960 and

3rd October 2012, in Altusried, Bavaria, where he

1970, which for that period in time was highly unusual.

had lived after his retirement in 1999. He was 78

One of the early papers appeared in the Transactions

years old. He was a Life Fellow of the GSSA, a Fellow

of the GSSA (1966; V 69, pp 155-159).

since 1984, and his association with South Africa and
its geology goes back to the early 1960’s – when he

Apparently restless, Schidlowski moved to the University

started his quest into the Earth’s early atmosphere and

of Göttingen in 1965, and back to Heidelberg in 1967,

the history of life.

from where he took up a position at the Max Planck
Institute of Chemistry in Mainz in 1969. Here he started

Manfred was born in 1933 in Stettin, East Prussia,

what was to become the main part of his career, as a

Germany (now Szczecin in Poland). He studied Geology

Senior Research Chemist and head of a group in the

at the Free University in Berlin where he obtained his

Department of Air Chemistry and Biogeochemistry that

PhD in 1961, his thesis concerning structural geology

was dedicated to the environment in which life evolved

in the Austrian Alps, and incorporating a good deal

though Earth history. From 1976 onward he combined

of field mapping. His first postdoctoral position was

this with an adjunct professorship at nearby Heidelberg.

at the University of Pretoria, from where he took a job

In Archean and Proterozoic  sediment mostly devoid of

as a mining geologist at the Loraine Gold Mines in the

recognizable fossils, the extensive, mainly carbon and

Free State – doubtless, among other things, to have

sulphur  stable isotope work carried out by this group

easier access to the gold and uranium mineralizations

in the 1970’s and 80’s made a huge contribution to

that interested him greatly. He moved back to Germany

our present knowledge of the history of life on Earth.

in 1963, with a fine collection samples, to take up a

Some landmarks were the discovery of isotopically

second postdoc position, this time in Heidelberg,

light carbon, a “fingerprint” of photosynthesis, in >

where he worked with Paul Ramdohr, at that time

3.7 Ga metasediments from the Isua Greenstone Belt in

the greatest authority on ore mineralogy and ore

West Greenland (Schidlowski et al. , 1979, Geochim.

microscopy in the world. With him, Schidlowski sought

Cosmochim.   Acta   43, 189-199), the discovery of

to unravel the mystery of gold-uranium mineralizations

the Lomagundi carbon isotope anomaly marking a

of the Witwatersrand, recognizing evidence of both

period of several hundred Ma in the Paleoproterozoic

sedimentary and hydrothermal   ores, a duality that

when the rate of organic carbon burial was huge

still preoccupies us today, and much of the uranium

(Schidlowski et al., 1975, Precambrian Research 2,

concentrated with organic matter (“thucholite”). He

1-69), and a review paper entitled “a 3,800-million-

described the “muffin-like” detrital uraninite as well as

year isotopic record of life from carbon in sedimentary

detrital pyrite, and the various products of secondary

rocks” (Schidlowski, 1988, Nature 333, 313-318).

hydrothermalism, and with Jochen Hoefs carried out

In this paper he summarizes a vast carbon isotope

sulphur isotope studies to explore the existence of a

database of both carbonate rocks and organogenic

sulphur cycle in the early Precambrian (note, at that

carbon of ages ranging from early Archean to the

time the age of the Witwatersrand was only constrained

present, and shows that, throughout Earth history, the

to >2.2 Ga). A lifelong fascination with the history of

rates of sedimentation of carbonate and of organogenic
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carbonaceous matter have remained in the same

delay) a special issue of Precambrian Research (Stable

proportion, about 4:1. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

istopes, life and early Earth history, Prec. Res. 137,

In photosynthesis, the lighter isotope of carbon,

Nos 3-4) was produced in 2005 in his honour, with

C,

12

C from atmospheric

contributions from luminaries such as James Kasting

CO2 and converted to organic matter. Therefore

and Paul Aharon.  His own work comprises over 170

the carbon in organic matter and all its derivatives

refereed papers.

is captured preferentially to

13

(coal, disseminated organic carbon in sediments) is
isotopically on average ca 25‰ “lighter” than that

Remarkably, we are looking at the achievements of a

in carbonate, which is derived from the atmosphere

man who, for the second half of his life, was confined to

via the anorganic process of silicate weathering.  

a wheelchair by a motor neuron disease. This paralyzed

The bulk Earth, and volcanic CO2 being fed into the

him more and more, but it did not prevent him from

atmosphere, has δ13C = -5, and in a world with no

speaking or working. Nor did it stop him from taking

organic matter being sedimented, carbon in carbonates

up visiting scientist positions at Harvard (1972-1973),

would have about that value. With light carbon being

UCLA (1979-1980) and Brussels (1981) and attending

sequestered into sediments, the atmosphere value

international conferences. The last time Manfred visited

reflected in carbonate rocks is “pushed high” – and at

South Africa was in 1995, when he took part in, and

a remarkably constant rate, apart from the Lomagundi

gave a talk at the centenary Geocongress held at the

event and the Neoproterozoic glacial episodes. With

then RAU. On that occasion he talked to some of us

the caveat of uncertainty surrounding the pre- 3.5 Ga

about his condition, and considered himself a lucky

period, the record clearly shows that photosynthesis

man in that he was in a line of business where this did

was as important a process in the Archean as it is

not stop him from working. Ingrid, his devoted wife,

today (but the record does not reveal whether this was

was as always with him as it was she who made his

oxygenic or anoxygenic photosynthesis).

traveling, and indeed his life and career, possible. Our
sympathy goes out to her.

Refinements on this concept followed, and inspired
much further research from other quarters. For the

Jan Kramers

occasion of his 70th birthday (and with the usual

Schidlowski’s carbon isotope history of photosynthesis through time, slightly evolved from his 1988 paper in Nature (from Schidlowski, 2001,
Prec. Res. 106, 117-134, with permission). Note that the bulk Earth value of δ13C is -5‰, the zero value for carbonates stems from the fact
that the international reference standard is carbonate material.
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Peter David Danchin
BSc (Hons) FGSSA MAIMM
Peter David Danchin (“Pete”) was

3-Mile Island scare, Carbide switched their exploration

born in Johannesburg on 9th March

tactics and began regional programmes to discover

1946 of a Russian / Lithuanian

Tungsten. One of these campaigns resulted in the

Jewish father and English Catholic

Riviera Tungsten Deposit near Piketberg in the Western

mother and was the younger of

Cape. During 1982, the worsening political situation

their two sons.

in South Africa resulted in Carbide disinvesting from
their South African chemicals and metals businesses

Pete was educated at Parktown Boys High School, did

– the exploration subsidiary and Riviera were sold to

national service in the air force gymnasium and later

Anglo-American and Pete became the Western Cape

graduated with a BSc (Hons) degree in Geology from

Exploration Manager for Anglo American. In 1984

the University of the Witwatersrand in 1970. During a

his exploration team found, evaluated and managed

break from his studies and the need to finance further

to first production (1988) the West Coast Namakwa

study, he worked as a field officer on the Zambian

Sand’s heavy mineral deposit which is still being mined

copper mines and joined Union Carbide shortly after

today.

graduating. As you, the reader, are probably aware,
only a very small percentage of all exploration geologists

In 1989 Pete joined the Trans Hex Group as Manager

are involved in the teams discovering mineral deposits

– New Business which he ran until becoming the

- Pete was involved in several!

Managing Director of the Diamond Division in 1993
and then Managing Director of Group Operations

He began his working career in 1969 as a field

in 1995. During this time he was instrumental in

geologist responsible for the mapping and evaluation

increasing the production of existing mines, acquiring

of the UCAR Minerals (later UMETCO) opencast

mines on the middle Orange River and expanding

vanadiferous magnetite mine near Brits. He also

operations world-wide through the listing of Trans Hex

managed a successful exploration programme for UCAR

International in Toronto, Canada.

in the Kalahari Manganese field and the Middelplaats
mine was later opened as a result.

In 2001 Pete joined the Kimberley Diamond Company in
Perth, Australia as the Managing Director; he managed

UCAR was keen to expand their Uranium interests to

the feasibility study process and got the Ellendale mine

South Africa and Pete was sent to the United States

into production while expanding the resource base of

to study and work on several of the Carbide Uranium

the company and of its subsidiaries. In 2007, the KDC

mines in Texas and Colorado. During this period, one

was acquired by Gem Diamonds and Pete returned to

of the Carbide geologists found a uranium radiometric

Cape Town where he has been a geological consultant

anomaly back in South Africa and Pete was sent back

ever since. He was a deeply committed scientist and

as the exploration manager to evaluate the Rietkuil

tuned-in to the important detail.

deposit near Beaufort West. This began the Uranium
“rush” in the Karoo during the 1970’s which later
extended to neighbouring countries.

Pete immediately impressed one on first meeting with
his enthusiasm and energy – his colleagues describe
him as an “Elemental Force” and not only was he

In 1973, in Beaufort West, Peter met and married a

a very hard worker, arriving first at the office every

widow, Sheila de Villiers (nee Smith) who had 4 children

morning [The report you gave him the previous day

– 2 boys and 2 girls. Peter raised his stepchildren as

would be on your desk by the time you got to the office

his own and in 1976 he and Sheila were later blessed

the next morning – read, corrected & commented on],

with their own daughter, Caroline.

but he was also a very warm and compassionate man
who looked after his colleagues and employees and

With the collapse of the Uranium price after the American
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expressed his interest by getting to know their families

and their ambitions; Those who worked for and with

humour! When they were students, his elder brother,

him will attest to the positive effect he had on their lives

Bobby was something of a wine aficionado and got

– either by encouraging them to further study or being

a group of similarly-minded friends together with a

enthusiastic about their exploration projects or sending

fine selection of reds, opened for airing……. Pete

them on study tours of mines. He loved nothing better

took the gap and decanted one of the bottles of wine

than to be in the field with the “workers”, to experience

and re-filled it with Tassenberg and then enjoyed the

their problems at first hand and try to assist them

proceedings. After much tasting and discussion of the

wherever he could without taking away any of their

wonderful merits of the Tassies, he told Bobby what

delegated authority. No matter where you were on the

he’d done – you can imagine the fallout (Bobby claims

ladder, he would always show you the next rung up.

this is an apocryphal story!). Pete had a mischievous

Encouragement was his forte.

streak a mile long. He loved a good laugh.

Pete had a very sensitive “bullshit” meter and was

Pete died in Cape Town on the 15th December 2012

quick to point out that one was stretching the truth

from complications following emergency surgery and

whenever he detected a gilding of the lily or when one

is survived by his wife, Sheila, their three daughters

was spinning a yarn – this allowed him to be decisive

Cheryl, Tina and Caroline and eight grandchildren.

when assessment of new business projects was under
discussion and he saw through many charming

Peter Danchin was a shining example of what a leader

promoters especially during his days at Trans Hex

should be, encouraging, enthusiastic and with a clear

when these gentlemen were regular visitors. He flew

plan of where he and the business should be heading.

the company kite with a firm and steady hand; he was

He was a faithful friend and he will be sorely missed

calm, cool and collected in crises and managed without

by so many people whose lives he has enriched and

shouting and screaming.

whose careers have blossomed with his support.

We will fondly remember him and his peculiarities:

Farewell to our trusted, dear friend. RIP.

paranoia with rush hour traffic, the washing peg on
his car’s seatbelt which nobody got an explanation

PETER WALKER, ANDRE LOUW, HEINZ FRAENKEL.

for, putting on his socks and shoes in a very specific

28 January 2013.

sequence and of course his often wicked sense of

media monitor
MINING AND EXPLORATION NEWS
to begin in 2014. The initial capital cost is estimated

COPPER

at US$81 million.
Weatherly International announced the completion of a
bankable feasibility study on the Tschudi copper project

Ivanplats has more than doubled the copper resource

near Tsumeb in Namibia. The orebody, consisting

at Kamoa in the DRC to 793 Mt at 2.67% (Indicated),

of a mix of oxide and sulphide minerals hosted in

establishing the deposit as the largest high-grade copper

sandstone with current reserves of 22.7 Mt grading

discovery in Africa  and one of the largest undeveloped

0.95% copper, will be mined using open pit methods

copper deposits in the world. The company will use

and processed by heap leaching, solvent extraction,

the new resource estimate as the basis for an updated

and electrowinning to produce approximately 17 kt of

preliminary economic assessment, which is expected to

copper cathode per annum, with production expected

be released in the first half of 2013.
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GOLD

Gabon from Core Mining, which will become a 15%
shareholder in Volta. The company said that the project

B2Gold Corporation has begun construction of its

would have exploration and development synergies

92%-owned Otjikoto gold project in Namibia, with

with its Mbombo project, located some 200 km to the

first production scheduled for the end of 2014. With

east, which it acquired in August 2012. The 1800

Probable open-pit mineral reserves of 1.34 million

km2 Kango licence contains a 60 km strike magnetic

ounces (29.4 Mt at 1.42 g/t), Otjikoto has a forecast

anomaly correlated with ferruginous quartzites of the

annual production of 112 000 ounces over a 12-year

Belinga Group, and surface samples taken by Core

life, at an average operating cash cost of $689 per

indicate the presence of itabirite and hematite-enriched

ounce. The pre-production capital cost is estimated at

itabirite mineralisation with grades ranging from 39%

US$244.2 million.

to 61% Fe. Also in Gabon, Ferrex plc has been granted
a 309 km2 exploration licence that covers the high-

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS

grade Mebaga iron ore deposit, where reconnaissance
exploration by BRGM in the 1960s outlined 1.8 km

Cominco Resources has begun a prefeasibility study on

strike of potential direct-shipping ore constituting an

its Hinda phosphate deposit in the Republic of Congo.

exploration target of about 20 Mt at 60% Fe. Mebaga

The recently completed scoping study showed that

is located within the iron ore province that extends form

the resource, 454 Mt at 11.5% P2O5, would support

Gabon into the Republic of Congo and Cameroon,

an annual production of 4 Mt of phosphate rock

and which includes the Belinga, Mbalam, and Avima

concentrate over a mine life of 30 years. The capital

deposits.

cost is estimated at US$616 million, with a further
US$1.86 billion for the proposed second-stage of a 2

Equatorial Resources declared a maiden JORC hematite

Mt/a fertiliser plant.

resource of 102 Mt at 40.6% Fe at the MayokoMoussondji  project in the Republic of Congo, together

IRON ORE

with 665 Mt of magnetite ore at 30.6% Fe. The hematite
resource, which is expected be readily upgradeable to

Baobab Resources lifted the total resource at its Tete

lump and fines products grading above 63% Fe with

iron-vanadium-titanium project to 665 Mt at 34% Fe,

minimal impurities, will be used as the initial resource

over 490 Mt of which is contained in the Tenge/Ruoni

base for Equatorial’s scoping study, which is due for

prospect. The expected weighted average concentrate

completion in mid-2013.

grades are of the order of 60.6% Fe, 0.8% V2O5,
10.4% TiO2, 1.0% SiO2, 3.3% Al2O3, 0.001% P, and

NICKEL

0.2% S at a mass recovery of 38.1%. A pre-feasibility
study on a 4 Mt/a pig iron project is due to be released

The total resource at Mwana Africa’s Trojan nickel

early in 2013. Separately, the company announced

mine in Zimbabwe has increased to 114.9 kt at 1.51%

the formation of a joint venture with Metals of Africa

Ni, compared with the previous estimate of 45.6 kt

Ltd (MTA) over its Changara project, which adjoins

at 1.29%. The additional resource is based on 9400

MTA’s Rio Mazoe project in Tete Province. Together,

m of underground drilling, which has proved the

the two projects cover the entire extent of the lower

down-dip extension of the resource below the lowest

Proterozoic Rushinga Formation, which is considered

current mining level and, in particular, the extension

highly prospective for Broken Hill type base metal and

of the high-grade massive sulphide zone within the

manganese mineralisation.

disseminated sulphide main orebody. The mine, which
was placed on care and maintenance at the end of

Volta Mining is acquiring the Kango iron ore project in
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2008, is currently being re-started and the first sale of
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concentrate is expected in April 2013.

the M1 and M2 of the Merensky Reef in the eastern
Bushveld Complex.

First Quantum Minerals released a maiden mineral
reserve of 32.7 Mt at 1.10% nickel for its Enterprise

South Africa’s platinum production in 2012 is expected

deposit in Zambia. The company said that this confirms

to fall 12% year-on-year to 4.25 million ounces,

the potential for an operation producing 38 kt nickel

the lowest level since 2001, according to Johnson

per annum, with scope to increase to production to 60

Matthey’s Platinum 2012 Interim Review. Worldwide

kt/a when nickel market conditions allow. Enterprise

mine supplies are forecast to decline by 10%, which

is part of the US$2.0 billion Trident project, which

together with an 11% drop in recycling will result in

includes the Sentinel copper mine, located 12 km to the

a total supply of 7.67million ounces. Gross platinum

south-east and which is scheduled to begin production

demand is predicted to remain firm at 8.07 million

in 2014 at a rate of 270–300 kt copper per annum .

ounces, shifting the market into an overall deficit of 400

First Quantum also approved the construction of  a new

000 ounces. The London-based consultancy foresees

25 Mt/a sulphide treatment plant at Kansanshi copper  

‘modest’ growth in platinum demand in 2013, but said

mine at Solwezi, where the proven and probable

that it was unlikely that there would be any substantial

mineral reserves have been upgraded to 725.6 Mt at

increase in supplies from South Africa.

0.82% Cu, giving an extended mine life of 16 years at
an increased throughput rate of 50 Mt/a.

RARE EARTHS

PLATINUM GROUP ELEMENTS

A scoping study and preliminary economic assessment
for Peak Resources’ Ngualla rare earths project in

Ivanplats   has expanded the resources at its Flatreef

southern Tanzania shows the potential for a low-cost

discovery, on the northern limb of the Bushveld

operation producing 10 kt/a of rare earth oxide

Complex, to  223 Mt grading 4.1 g/t 4E (29.2 million

equivalent over a 25-year mine life. The capital cost is

ounces platinum, palladium, rhodium, and gold)

estimated at US$400 million, with average operating

in the Indicated category, plus an additional 44.0

costs of US$11.05 per kilogram. Ngualla contains a

million ounces in Inferred resources. The Indicated

high-grade Measured and Indicated resource of 32 Mt

resource also contains an estimated 1.7 billion pounds

at 4.05% REO, out of a global resource of 170 Mt at

of nickel (grade 0.34%) and 800 million pounds of

2.24% REO that ranks it as the world’s fifth largest rare

copper (at 0.16%). The company said that the Flatreef,

earth deposit outside of China.

which comprises the uppermost ‘top-loaded’ portion
of a flat to gently dipping portion of the Platreef and

URANIUM

averages 24 m in true thickness, can be regarded as a
dramatically thickened equivalent of the approximately

Australian-listed Peninsula Energy has commissioned a

1 m thick Merensky Reef in the western and eastern

scoping study of its Karoo uranium projects in South

limbs of the Bushveld Complex. The Flatreef consists

Africa, after establishing an initial resource of 50.1

of a series of cyclic units with strong similarities to the

million pounds at 1040 ppm U3O8. The resource is

cyclical stratigraphy of the Upper Critical Zone. The

based on historical data from more than 7000 drill

key mineralized unit, named the Turfspruit Cyclic Unit

holes sunk by Esso Minerals, JCI, and Union Carbide

(TCU), is considered correlative to the Merensky Cyclic

in the 1970s, together with 145 holes drilled by

Unit. Within the TCU, two zones of mineralization have

Peninsula since 2011. The majority of the resources

been identified  –  T1m (hosted in feldspathic pyroxenite)

are situated in the area to the east of Beaufort West,

and T2 hosted in pegmatoidal orthopyroxenite and

which includes the Ryst Kuil and Quaggasfontein

harzburgite) – which are considered analogous to

channels. Ongoing exploration is aimed at converting
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an additional historical estimate of approximately 48

Group’s 23rd edition of Corporate Exploration

million pounds of U3O8, for which drilling data is not

Strategies. The consultancy said that despite near-term

available, to JORC-compliant resources.

uncertainty, many companies are taking a longer view
and committing to investing in their project pipelines

AMEC and Tenova Bateman have won awarded a

throughout market cycles, with the majors increasing

R822 million contract for the engineering, procurement

their exploration allocations the most, while junior

and construction management (EPCM) of Swakop

companies—who largely rely on access to equity

Uranium’s Husab Project in Namibia. Construction will

markets to fund exploration—increased their budgets

take approximately 34 months, with first production

only marginally. As a result, expenditure on early-stage

expected towards the end of 2015. Husab is the world’s

and grassroots projects reached a historical low, with

third largest uranium-only deposit, with reserves of 319

the emphasis on moving late-stage projects towards

million pounds of U3O8 (280 Mt at 518 ppm) giving it

production and on minesite work to replace or expand

a projected mine life of more than 20 years based on

reserves. Despite ongoing concerns and uncertainty

an ore throughput of 15 Mt/a.

about security, policy, and resource nationalism, the
industry showed no sign of backing away from high-

EXPLORATION TRENDS

or medium-risk countries, and exploration allocations
for these destinations accounted for more than half of

Estimated worldwide total budgets for nonferrous

this year’s total. Nevertheless, Canada and Australia

metals exploration rose to US$21.5 billion in 2012, up

remained the top countries overall, followed by the

19% from 2011, according to SNL Metals Economics

USA, Mexico, and Chile.

Estimated world nonferrous exploration budgets*, 1992–2012. Source: SNL Metals Economics Group
*Excludes iron ore, aluminium, coal, oil and gas.
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SAGA’s 13th Biennial Conference and the 6th International Conference on
Airborne Electromagnetics (AEM 2013)
The South African Geophysical Association is pleased to announce the forthcoming 13th SAGA
Biennial Conference and the AEM2013 Conference, which will be held back to back, once again at an
‘exotic location’ in South Africa. The venue will be the world-renowned Kruger National Park in
Mpumalanga, South Africa, where an excellent Conference Centre exists which conforms to
international standards. The Conference will be hosted by SAGA and will take place under the aegis
of the Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG). This event is scheduled to take place the 6th to
11th October 2013 and is expected to attract in excess of 350 delegates from all over the world. The
13th SAGA Biennial Conference will take place from the 6th to 9th October 2013 and the AEM2013
Conference will take place from the 10th to 11th October 2013.

Who will attend?
Delegates from the private and public sector will attend and will include:
Delegates from Senior and Junior Mining Companies
Delegates from petroleum companies
Geophysicists
Geologists
Hydrologists
Consultants
Geophysical contractors
Geoscience service providers
Software developers
Geoscience researchers
Mathematicians
Academics from universities and industry
Students
Delegates from the SEG, ASEG, EAGE and other Professional Societies are also expected to attend.

Conference Secretariat : Going Africa CC, P.O. Box 1195, White River, Mpumalanga 1240, South Africa
Tel : +27 (0) 13 751 2148, Fax : +27 (0) 86 520 9872,
Email: registrar@saga-aem2013.co.za
Website: www.saga-aem2013.co.za
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Tanzania

THE geotraveller
by Roger Scoon

OLDUPAI GORGE, TANZANIA:
World famous paleoanthropological site.

120-km wide image of part of Northern Tanzania.

Oldupai Gorge in northern Tanzania has yielded some

Landsat 7 for the year 2000 sourced from the

of the most remarkable paleoanthropological discoveries

University of Maryland Global Land Cover Facility

ever made. Homo habilis (1.9 - 1.6 My), Paranthropus

(UMD-GLCF), processed by Philip Eales of Planetary

boisei (1.8 - 1.2 My) and Homo erectus (1.2 My

Visions. Contrast between the lush, well vegetated

- 700,000 BP) have all been unearthed here. Fossil
evidence suggests Homo sapiens arrived at Oldupai
around 17,000 BP. The discoveries at Oldupai built
on earlier work undertaken in South Africa, principally
by Raymond Dart and Robert Broome, and started to
convince a largely sceptical World that our human
ancestors evolved in Africa, as related by Chris Stringer

Ngorongoro Highlands and the dry plains of the
eastern Serengeti is marked. Oldupai Gorge runs
eastward from Lake Ndutu and peters out in the
Olbalbal Swamps (OS). The sharp, linear boundary
east of the three large calderas, Ngorongoro (NC),
which includes a small lake, Olmoti (OC) and
Empakaai (EC) is the boundary of the Reserve and
farmlands. Eastern boundary fault to the Gregory

and Robin McKie in their book “African Exodus”. Oldupai

Rift runs north from the western shore of Lake

is visited by large numbers of tourists every year, many

Manyara. Volcanic cones: Oldoinyo Lengai (OD),

tacking the site onto an itinerary built around visits to the

Kerimasi (KE), Lolmalagin (LO), Oldeani (OL),

Serengeti and Ngorongoro National Parks, some finding

Sadaman (SA), and Lemagrut (LE).

it one of the most uplifting components of a remarkable
safari. The official spelling has recently been changed
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from “Olduvai” to record the meaning as “place of wild

cones, on the eastern flanks of the Gregory Rift. Both

sisal” in the Maasai language.

the Ngorongoro Caldera (15 My) and the prominent
Lemagrut cone (3130 m high) are considered to have

Oldupai Gorge, some 48 km in length, is a steep-sided

been extinct during deposition of the Oldupai beds.

incision into the plains of the eastern Serengeti. The river,
that originally flowed eastward from Lake Ndutu, an arid

Oldupai Gorge is synonymous with the husband and

part of the Serengeti, is now mostly dry. The gorge, which

wife anthropological team of Louis and Mary Leakey.

includes one major tributary, peters out in the Olbalbal

Despite her initial lack of formal education,

swamps, a few km to the east of the Oldupai Visitors

Mary Leakey (February 2013 is the 100th

Centre (this includes a museum, although originals of

anniversary of her birth) stands out as one of the

many of the more important fossils are in the National

premiere scientists in this field. Her finds include

Museum, Dar-es-Salaam). The regional drainage pattern

the first Proconsul Africanus skull (in 1948),

of the Serengeti is toward Lake Victoria; Oldupai is part

the discovery of Zinjanthropus at Oldupai, and

of an old river system related to local faulting on the

that of the Laetoli footprints. Louis Leakey is

margins of the Eastern (or Gregory) branch of the Rift

also well known for his role in Hominid research

Valley. The contrast between the green, bush-covered

programmes on chimpanzees and gorillas in

slopes of the Ngorongoro Highlands and the scrub-

Tanzania and Rwanda, respectively. The Leakeys

covered plains of the eastern Serengeti is remarkable.

interest in Hominins, or our early ancestors, was

The latter is comprised of basement granite in part

in part inspired by researching sites in Northern

overlain by a thin dusting of ash brought by prevailing

Kenya where their son Richard subsequently

easterly winds from the active volcano of Oldoinyo Lengai

made many of his own discoveries. The Leakeys

(Geotraveller, June 2010). The Ngorongoro Highlands

initially uncovered only stone tools at Oldupai (known

are composed of numerous volcanic centres that have

as “Oldowan”), but it was the finding of an almost

built up a high plateau, albeit broken up by calderas and

complete cranium of Paranthropus boisei (the original
name was Zinjanthropus or “Nutcracker Man” due to
the powerful jaws and teeth; the choice of name also
acknowledged the benefactor of the research, Charles
Boise) which was so significant. These were not however
the first Hominin remains to be discovered at Oldupai:
this was achieved in 1913 by Hans Reck, a well respected
German geologist who made considerable contributions
to volcanology (including the first detailed report on
Oldoinyo Lengai) and palaeontology. His research at
Oldupai was halted in 1915 by WWI and the change of
colonial ruler. There is a mystery surrounding the “Reck
skeleton” as it disappeared from the Munich Museum
where it was housed during WW11. The problem that
Reck faced was that, at that time there was no means
of dating the remains and estimates of how ancient he
thought the lineage was were disputed.
The Leakeys interest in Oldupai was stimulated by visits
to Germany (in 1927 and 1929) where they examined
both the skeleton and rock samples in Munich, as well
as visiting Reck in the Natural History Museum, Berlin.
Louis Leakey was convinced the geology was similar to
sites where he had found stone tools and human remains
in Northern Kenya and suggested that some of the rock
samples were tools (Reck disagreed). Moreover, Leakey

Cast of the cranium Paranthropus boisei (or Zinjanthropus)
found by Mary Leakey in 1959. The lower jaw was found by
Kamoya Kimeu in 1964.
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thought the skeleton was only 20,000 years old, much
younger than claimed by Reck. Despite these difference

Discovery site
at Oldupai of
Zinjanthropus in
volcanic ash of the
prominently layered
Bed I.

Granite koppie rising
above the well-grassed
plains of the eastern
Serengeti during the
wet season.

of opinions Reck was invited to join the first of the Leakeys

The geology of Oldupai Gorge was studied in great detail

expeditions. On arriving at Oldupai in September 1931

by Richard Hay, an American geologist, over a period

the group rapidly found numerous hand axes made from

of more than 40 years. Sediments and volcanic ashes

lava (not flint), another dispute between the two leaders,

(maximum thickness of 100 m) were laid down in a giant

but Leakey quickly revised his estimate as to the age of

lake over a period of several million years. At approximately

the skeleton to the 500,000 BP age preferred by Reck

500,000 BP, seismic activity resulted in the eastward-

(these findings were published in a Letter to Nature).

flowing river system eroding these older sediments and
ashes. Hay retained the stratigraphy developed by Reck

In her detailed report of the Oldupai site, Mary Leakey
relates

of

- up to 50 m thick - is composed of a basal sequence of

obtaining an accurate date (1.75

basalt flows overlain by tuff (correlated with the Olmoti

My) for the Paranthropus cranium

volcano) and clay. The Zinjanthropus site is located in

she discovered in 1958, almost

the Marker Tuff toward the top of Bed I. Bed II (1.7-

30 years after the first expedition.

0.7 My) - approximately 35 m thick - is composed of

This proved to be a break-through

alternating sequences of clay and sandstone. Reck found

in

importance

paleoanthropology,

ash
were:
Lush forested slopes
of the Ngorongoro
Highlands.

the

in 1913. Seven beds are recognized. Bed I (2.1-1.7 My)

within

which

preserved

the

was

as

the

his skeleton in Bed II. Significant faulting affected the

fossils

morphology of the basin at 1.5 My and the environment

suitable

of the western half changed to grassland. Bed III, with

for the “new” science of radiometric dating. This was

an estimated age of 700,000 BP consists of a 10 m-thick

undertaken in laboratories in both the UK and the USA

sequence of sandstone with minor conglomerates and

prior to announcing the new discovery. Lectures by Louis

clays. The reddish colour of the resistant sandstone (the

Leakey, who was somewhat of a showman captured the

prominent buttes) is correlated with periodic changes

attention of the general public and media. Categorization
of Hominin fossils is contentious and the story of how the
principal fossils (not only from Oldupai) were discovered,
and importantly how they were received into the scientific
community, is full of intrigue as related in a popular book
by Martin Meredith.

Many researchers now believe

that the second major discovery by the Leakeys (made
in the 1960’s) at Oldupai should be reclassified from
Australopithecine to a new genus, Homo habilis (“handy
man”) on the basis of the larger brain capacity and
decreased teeth size in comparison to type fossils from
South Africa. This is not universally accepted, and some
researchers prefer the name Australopithecus habilis.
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The prominent buttes at Oldupai are capped by reddish
sandstone of Bed III. Gol Mountains visible in the distance.

from wet to dry along the fringes of small alluvial fans.
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Few fossils have been obtained from Bed III. Bed IV with

became known throughout the World. The type locality

an estimated age of 500,000-300,000 BP is restricted to

for this genus (including “Lucy” dated at 3.2 My) is,

about 6 m in thickness in the eastern part of the gorge,

however, in Ethiopia.

but thickens toward the west. It is dominated by clay,
with minor sandstone and conglomerate. Bed IV has

Photographs except those referenced taken by the author

yielded abundant fossil evidence of Hominin activity; they

in 1997 and 2005.

hunted a profusion of different game species. The Masek
Bed (windblown ash from the Kerimasi volcano) and the

References:
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youngest rocks preserved in the gorge. The former was
originally included in Bed IV. The latter two are much
younger, 75-50,000 BP and 17,000 BP, respectively.
The fossil evidence at Oldupai reveals evidence of increased
development of the various Hominin genus, mostly from
stone tools (the Leakey’s excavated >2000) and animal
remains. Mary Leakey recognized that even the oldest

pp.

genus, Homo habilis used various stone tools and had

View of Oldupai Gorge
looking northward.

achieved a high level of social development, including
a stone circle (for anchoring wooden huts) comparable
to those used today by tribal groups in Northern Kenya.
Many of the animal fossils found at Oldupai are of species
that are extinct (climate change?). These include a threetoed horse discovered in 1911 by Wilhelm Kattwinkel,
a German entomologist accredited with being the first
European to have visited the gorge. The fossil footprints
discovered by Mary Leakey at Laetoli, some 32 km to
the southwest of Oldupai occur in ash from the Sadiman
volcano. Laetoli is closed to visitors to protect the delicate
environment. It was here in 1978 that Paul Abell’s
discovery of a 27 m-long trail of footprints interpreted to
have been made by Australopithecus afarensis (3.6 My)
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BELOW:
Oldupai Gorge close to the confluence of the side gorge.
Volcanic lava at the base of Bed I is exposed in the floor.
The lowermost part of the side wall consists of volcanic ash
with layers of clay. The Marker Tuff which caps Bed I clearly
visible part way up the sidewall. Above here is Bed II (greyish
sandstone and clay) and Bed III (reddish sandstone).
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MINERALS AS MINES OF INFORMATION

IMA2014 – The 21st meeting of the International Mineralogical Association
South Africa, through the Mineralogical Association of South Africa (MINSA) and the GSSA, is proud to be hosting the
International Mineralogical Association’s 21st meeting, to take place in Johannesburg from 1-5 September 2014. This is the
first time such a conference will be hosted in Africa, and we are looking forward to a successful meeting – the last meeting in
Budapest attracted some 1700 participants from all over the world, and a similar number is targeted for 2014.
Under the overall Conference Theme: Minerals as Mines of Information, some of the key themes for the conference include
Process Mineralogy and Geometallurgy, Environmental Mineralogy, Economic/ore deposit geology and mineralogy, Critical
metals and Advances in instrument and analytical techniques, amongst many others. The Scientific Committee has accepted
more than 30 proposals for sessions to date with the second call for detailed session/workshop/short course proposals
currently open (www.ima2014.co.za/call_for_papers.php). Prospective convenors of sessions are encouraged to propose
sessions covering a wide range of topics. Sessions accepted to date are listed on the website for the conference.
To complement the scientific programme of oral and poster sessions, workshops and short courses, field trips have been
arranged to a number of South and Southern African localities of mineralogical interest , including mines and ore deposits.
Shorter one day outings include visits to mineralogical facilities in the Johannesburg area. A list of field trips on offer may be
found on the conference website.
As with any event, sponsorship is sought to bring in speakers and accommodate students in making the conference
a success. We appeal to prospective sponsors to consider supporting the conference through a range of sponsorship
opportunities that are listed on the conference website.
Organisation of such a conference requires a concerted effort from a number of people. Portfolios on the committee are as
follows:

Conference Chair: Dr Sabine Verryn
Scientific Programme Chair: Dr Desh Chetty
Finance Chair: Dr Craig Smith
Sponsorship and marketing Chair: David Long
Fieldtrips Chair: Prof Judith Kinnaird
Logistics Chair: Wiebke Grote
Conference organiser: Scatterlings Conferencing – Carolyn Ackerman
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Anyone interested in becoming a member of the organising committee is welcome to contact us via
e-mail: info@ima2014.co.za. More information about the conference can be found at
www.ima2014.co.za.
We look forward to a successful conference, and welcome you to IMA2014!
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